Key facts

Duration: 07 Apr 2023 – 31 Jan 2024
Location: The programme can be completed online from anywhere, there are optional in real-life sessions depending on the business partner.
Time Commitment: 20h with Corporate Partner or 40h with Startup Partner
Costs: No costs for the programme.
Equity participation: If you successfully found your company, EWOR receives a 3% share to align your success with our success.

Benefits

Learn proper entrepreneurship skills over a 10-months programme

Get mentored by Unicorn founders & senior business leaders

Access an elite community of entrepreneurs, 100+ investors and educators from the EWOR network

Receive industry insider knowledge & build your company alongside successful entrepreneurs

Equity participation: If you successfully found your company, EWOR receives a 3% share to align your success with our success.

The Fellowship models

Model 1

Working with a corporate partner
Minimum 20h time commitment
Challenge co-designed by the corporate partner and EWOR

Model 2

Working with a startup partner
40h time commitment
Challenge co-designed by you and EWOR

Platform

System
At EWOR, you learn by doing and apply everything you learn right-away - challenge-driven, flexible, and practical

Courses
Over 17 courses developed by leading minds guide you through topics ranging from business modelling to NoCode development.

Resources
Free legal templates, business plan templates, slide deck templates, and more – all aggregated from relevant sources and individuals.

Services
Outsource tasks such as social media management, app development or website design to our network of carefully vetted partners.
The EWOR Education Timeline

The EWOR Education Timeline shows each Fellow’s journey and associated thematic focus.

Some of our mentors & co-creators

The EWOR concept was conceived and developed in collaboration with senior leaders such as unicorn founders, Billion-Dollar CEOs and reputable academics. Among those are:

Mattias Bergström
Mattias is a serial entrepreneur, who founded two ventures which IPO’d at a valuation of over $1 BN. He owns over 60 patents, many of which he has sold to renowned corporations.

Lisa Short
Lisa is an outstanding entrepreneur and mindshifter from Australia. She has founded several blockchain projects, is a well-known keynote speaker and a respected academic.

Alexander Grots
Alex has co-founded ProGlove, which was sold for € 500 Mio, has been managing Director at IDEO, and helped articulate the Design Thinking Method. He has initiated and led many innovation and entrepreneurship programs at universities across the globe.

Daniel Dippold
Daniel sold his first venture in his early twenties, has founded two profitable businesses since, was named Top Talent Under 25 in the EU and built Europe’s largest community of top entrepreneurs “Sigma Squared”, some of which became unicorn founders. With NEWNOW he was able to achieve € 7-figure sales within the first year.

We turn you into a self-driven and educated individual who strives under volatility, uncertainty, chaos, and ambiguity.